
Decluttering your wardrobe might be one of the most
difficult things you’ll have to do in this challenge.
 
We tend to be quite attached to our clothing. Yes, even
those ski pants that have been sitting unused in the
cupboard since that one trip to the snow! Even that
jacket we never wore and will probably never wear.
Even that pile of T-shirts we never get to the bottom of!
 
It is easy to become sentimental when clearing out your
clothing so the best thing to do is ignore your heart —
your heart wants you to keep that dress even though it
makes you itchy.
 
To do it properly you’re going to have to hand over the
decision making to your brain — your rational and
logical self.
 
If you're having trouble finding that part of yourself
then just defer to this list of 5 questions, or better yet,
why not ask a friend or family member to help you out
and get THEM to ask you these questions!
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When did I last wear this?
 
If you haven’t worn something for more than a year –
through all of the seasons – then chances are you won’t
wear it again. Really. It is simple probability. Maths.
Very scientific. Throw it out.
 
How did I feel last time I wore this?
 
If the answer is ‘awesome’ then keep this item of
clothing. If the answer is ‘uncomfortable’ or ‘itchy’ or
’embarrassed’ or ‘annoyed’ then why is this taking up
precious space in your wardrobe and in your mind?
 
What stops me from wearing it more?
 
If it is too tight, too short, too loose, too brown, too old-
fashioned, too hot etc then it is too complicated to
keep. If you didn't wear it last time you pulled it out of
the cupboard,  you probably won’t next time either. 
 
If the answer is ‘there’s a button missing’ or ‘the hem is
down’ (and you otherwise love this piece of clothing)
then start a ‘mending’ pile and have it fixed.
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Am I really going to wear it again?
 
If you have a long list of reasons you don’t wear
something then those things won’t disappear in a hurry. 
 
If your little black dress is just a bit ‘too little’ and last
time you wore it you spent the whole time adjusting it
then you probably won’t wear it again. If you are
embarrassed by the novelty T-shirt you received for
Christmas but feel obligated to keep it in your
cupboard, then just bite the bullet and donate it. 
 
You don’t have the space for uncomfortable clothes or
those with a terrible sense of humour. 
 
Do I love this? Do I NEED THIS?
 
OK, technically two questions. But the most important
two. You might not love your work uniform or
your ‘paint pants’ but you need these. And you might
not need your biker jacket or your wool coat, but you
LOVE them. If the answer is ‘yes’ to at least one of
these questions, then it can stay!
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